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SCROLL COMPRESSOR ANALYTICAL MODEL 

Etsuo Morishita, Central Research Laboratory, 
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Amagasaki, Hyogo, Japan 

Masahiro Sugihara, Tsutomu Inaba, Toshiyuki Nakamura, Wakayama Works, 
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Wakayama, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

The efficiency of the scroll compressor 
which employs the axial and the radial 
sealing techniques is competitive with 
that of the other rotary and the recipro
cating compressors. The bearing load and 
the torque are smooth so that quiet opera
tion is realized. 'l'herefore the machine is 
suitable particularly for air conditioning 
application. 

The authors have studied the scroll com
pressor which utilizes an involute of a 
circle. The displacement volume is calcu
lated. The axial, tangential and radial 
pressure components are then obtained by 
assuming the isentropic or polytropic pro
cesses. The equations of motion are 
established for the orbiting scroll and 
the Oldham coupling. These equations are 
solved analytically and the motion of the 
orbiting scroll and the Oldham coupling is 
calculated. The motion of the orbiting 
scroll is influenced by the inertia force 
of the Oldham coupling, and the radial 
sealing force changes with a frequency 
twice that of the rotation. The overturn
ing moment \lhich acts on the orbiting 
scroll is estimated, and the stability 
condition for the orbiting scroll is clar
ified. 

INTRODUCTION 

The scroll machine was invented by Creuxll 
in 1905 and is currently attracting the 
designers' attention because of its high 
efficiency and smooth operation. Applica
tion for car compressors and air con
ditioning is commercialized in Japan2l ,3), 
4) and further development is expected. 

Axial and radial sealing are the most cri
tical techniques and have been recognized 
from the old days. Creuxll referred to 
the tip seal (steam-tight in Reference 
(1)) which was pressed axially by the 
spring. The radial sealing techniques are 
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also known;S) ,6) they employ the centri
fugal force of the rotating parts or pro
duce the radial component from the pres
sure load by a mechanism like the swing 
link. The idea of the scroll fluid 
machinery was introduced; it was eguipped 
with axial and tangential sealing7),8). 
The practical development of this scroll 
compressor was also conducted9 l ,10). The 
scroll compressor appeared on the market 
in 1981 utilizing these two sealing tech
niques2l . 

The authors realized that the scroll com
pressor has inherent advantages (good 
sealing, smooth operation, stillness, no 
valve, simple structure, low rubbing 
speed, etc.) and analyzed the machine 
theoretically. The displacement volume is 
obtained from the geometric character of 
the involute of a circle. The tangential, 
radial and axial pressure loads are calcu
lated by assuming the isentropic or 
polytropic compression processes. 

The motion of the orbiting scroll and the 
Oldham coupling has not been studied so 
far. To clarify the design conditions, 
the equations of motion are established 
for these two parts of the scroll com
pressor, including the friction. The 
equations are solved analytically and the 
forces acting on the orbiting scroll and 
the Oldham coupling are calculated. The 
inertia force of the Oldham coupling is
transmitted to the orbiting scroll. The 
radial sealing force is necessarily in
fluenced and changes with a frequency 
twice that of the rotation. The over
turning moment which acts on the orbiting 
scroll is estimated, and the stability 
condition is given for the orbiting 
scroll. 



GEOMETRIC THEORY OF SCROLL COMPRESSOR 

Oisplacement Volume and Build-in Volume 
Ratio 

The major geometric parameters of the 
scroll are shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 scroll Geometric Parameters 

The volume of the i-th chamber, Vi(8), is 
obtained from the geometric character of 
the involute of a circle as follows. (See 
Fig. 2.) 

Vi(8)-"' Tip(p-2t)h • {(2i-l)- ~} (1) 

i 2 0 :£ 8 < 8* 

3 ~ i ~ N 0 ~ 8 < 2TI 

where 8 is the orbiting angle, 8* is the 
orbiting angle where the discharge com
mences, and N is the integer. Angle 8* 
is usually determined by the interaction 
between the involute of a circle and the 
cutter. See APPENOIX I. 

The volume of the innermost chamber is 
given by 

1 2 5 3 3 3 
Vl ( 8) "" T h { (tiT - a - 8) - ( z7r - a - 8) } 

2 3 2 2 2 3 - 2a ha ( z7T - 8) - ?- ha + ( -s + 2S I) • h 
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Fig. 2 Compression Chamber of Scroll 
Compressor 

o ~ 6 < 8* 

(2) 

1 2 9 3 7 3 "T h{ <zrr- a- 6) - (27r- a- 8) } 

2a2ha (27T- 8) 
2

- .k2ha 3 
2 3 

+ (-S+2S 1 )•h 6* ::> 8 < 21r 

where s is given in APPENDIX II, and S 1 is 
the shaded area shown in APPENOIX I. The 
displacement volume, Vs, is obtained from 
Eq. (1), where 8 "" 0. 

Vs = (2N - 1) • np(p - 2t)h (3) 

The nondimensional volume of the compres
sion chamber is shown in Fig. 3 using 
Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). The pressure is 
calculated by assuming the isentropic or 
polytropic processes. 

The build-in volume ratio, v, is obtained 
from Fig. 3 as follows. 

v"' 
2N - 1 
3 - 8* 

7r 

(4) 
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When the rotational speed is constant (e ~ 
wt, t; time) the ideal discharge velocity, 
u, is calculated by the incompressible 
equation of continuity, i.e., dV/dt ~ -u · 
Ad, and given as follows; 

(l _ za) 
2 

u= p hw(l- ~) 0 ;;; e < 8* 'IT Ad 2n 

(l- 2a) 
2 (5) phw( 2 -~) G* ;;; e < 21f 'IT Ad 2n 

where w is the angular velocity and Ad is 
the cross sectional area of the discharge 
port. The nondimensional discharge velo
city is shown in Fig. 4. 

The mass of the involute of a circle 
(finite width)mi is given by 

(6) 

1 where B ~ (2N + 2)n, p is the density of 
the material and the interaction between 
the cutter and the involute is neglected. 

The center of gravity of the involute of 
a circle (finite width) is given by 

xG ~ 2a (-cos6 + 9 2 2 sinS+ 9acosS- sinal 
38 +a 3aB2 + a3 
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Fig. 4 Discharge Velocity (Ideal) 

Pressure Load and Torque 

The tangential force, Fe, is given from 
the scroll compressor geometry shown in 
Fig. 2 as follows. 

N . e 
Fe = PsPh I Ch- -l 

i=l 'IT 
( 8) 

where Ps is the suction pressure and Pi is 
the pressure ratio (= Pi/Ps = (Vs/Vi)K; K 
specific heat ratio) . 

The inward radial force, Fr, is given by 

Fr = 2Psah(Pl - 1) "(9) 

(The centrifugal force is caused by the 
orbiting scroll movement. The direction 
of the force is radially outward.) 

The axial force (thrust) is given by 

TIPsp2{~(pl- 1) + 
TIP 

(pi-1)} 

N e I (2i-l--l 
i=2 'IT 

o ::; e < 8* (10) 



(Pi ~ 1)} *e :;; e <2TI 

The analytical expressions of A in Eq. (10) 
are given in APPENDIX III. 

The torque to compress the gas is given as 
follows. 

T = Fe · r 

where r is the crank radius and 

r = E. - t 
2 

(11) 

When the orbiting scroll shaft center 
coincides with the center of a base circle 
of the involute, Fe works on the center 
between the base circle of the orbiting 
scroll and that of the fixed scroll. 
Therefore a torque appears which tends to 
rotate the orbiting scroll around its own 
axis, and the direction of the rotation is 
,the same as that of the drive shaft. The 
torque, Ts, is given by 

Ts = T/2 (12) 

The caiculated results of Eqs. 
at the build~in pressure ratio 
are shown in Fig. 5. 

( 8) "' (12) 
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Fig. 5 Force and Torque of Scroll 
Compressor (Ideal) 
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EQUATION OF MOTION FOR THE ORBITING SCROLL 
AND THE OLDHAM COUPLING 

Equation of Motion 

The forces acting on 
are shown in Fig. 6. 
in Fig. 6 is for the 
In Fig. 6, 

the orbiting scroll 
The mechanical model 

fixed r~dius crank. 

Fe rns r 
2 

(dB) 
dt 

The forces acting on the Oldham coupling 
are shown in Fig. 7. 

The equations of motions are given as 
follows. 

Oldham coupling; x-wise balance 

Oldham coupling; y-wise balance 

-Fl + F2 - ~3F3 - ~4F4 - ~om,og 

d2 
m0 dt2 (rsine) = o 

Oldham coupling; moment balance (See 
APPENDIX IV) 

(14) 

F1•n + F2 ·n- F3• n- F4 •n- ~1F1· e + ~2F2 • e 

+ ~3F3·e- J.l4F4•e + J.l,oiDog·x' = 0 (15) 

Orbiting scroll; moment balance (See 
APPENDIX V) 

Fef+ (~tFtsine ·y- J.ltFtcose ·x) - F1·n 

- F2·n+J.l1F1•e-].(2F2·e+MB = 0 (16) 

Fi (i = 1"' 4) is obtained by solving Eqs. 
(13)"' (16) simultaneously and given as 
follows. 

i {D·F - B·G} 

(17) 

E·~'{(C'D-CD')•F+ (AD'-BC')•G} 

l { (C"D- CD") •F + (AD"- BC") •G} E-'E' 

(A"' F in Eqs. (17) are given in 
APPENDIX VI.) 

When the friction is neglected and the 



rotational speed is constant, F· ~ (i"' 1 '\. 4) 
is calculated as follows. 
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Fig. 6 Orbiting Scroll Motion 

Radial Sealing Force 

(18) 

The tangential force, fe, and radi~l 
force, fr, on the orbiting scroll bearing 
are respectively obtained from Fig. 6. 

fe "' Fe + Fm + J.ltFt + (J.11Fl + J.I2Fz) sine 

- (Fl- Fz) cose 

fr -Fr +Fe+ (J.I!Fl + J.12F2l cos8 

+ (Fl- F2l sine 

(19) 

(20) 
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Fig. 7 Oldham Coupling Motion 

The radial sealing force, fs, is given as 
follows, when the compliant crank mecha
nismS) ,o) is employed as shown in Fig. 8. 

fs "' fr - fe · tanep (21) 

where ~P is the offset angle. When there 
is no rriction and the rotational speed is 
constant 

fs "' Fe - Fr + m0 rw2sin2e 

- (Fe - morw2sinecose) ·tanep 

where ffio is the mass of the Oldham 
coupling. 

(22) 

The influence of the Oldham coupling in 
Eq. (22) is proportional to the mass of 
the Oldham coupling and the square of the 
rotational speed. The effect of the 
Oldham coupling on the radial sealing 
force changes twice as fast as the 
rotational speed. 

The calculated Fi (i "' 1 ov 4) is shown in 
Fig. 9, and the radial sealing force, fs, 
is shown in Fig. 10, where ep is the para
meter. In Fig. 9 and 10, the friction 
coefficients shown in Fig. 6 and 7 are 
included and assumed to be 0.01. The 
other conditions are shown in APPENDIX 
VII. (The' tangential, radial and axial 
forces and torque are also obtainable when 
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Fig. 8 Radial Sealing Mechanism 
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Fig. 9 Oldham Coupling Contact Force 
Fi ( i = 1 "-' 4) (with Friction) 
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Fig. 10 Radial Sealing Force 
(with Friction) 

Overturning Moment and Stability of 
orbiting scroll 

The overturning moment occurs on the 
orbiting scroll primarily because the 
radial bearing supports the orbiting 
scroll in a different plane from that 
where the radial and tangential forces 
occur. This overturning moment for the 
fixed radius crank is given from Fig. 6 
by 

M (23) 

where 

Mx Ft (y- rsin8) moment around X'-axis 

My Ft (x +reese) moment around y-axis 

and x andy are given in APPENDIX V. 

The thrust reaction point measured from 
the axis of rotation, rm, is equal to 
/(x + rcos8) 2 + (y- rsin8) 2 and the non
dimensional ratio, e,ll) to the thrust 
bearing substantial outer radius, rt, is 
given by 

rm 
E = 

rt 
M 

(24) 



To realize the stable operation of the 
orbiting scroll, it is necessary that 

E < 1 (25) 

To enhance the axial sealing, the back 
pressure may be applied to the orbiting 
scroll. (3) However, the stability condi
tion of Eq. (25) can be violated when the 
compressor starts and the back pressure 
changes rapidly. Therefore the back pres
sure methods is not suitable for the vari
able pressure ratio operation. 

E 

1.0 

N•3 p•20nvn t•4nvn h•22rrm 
V•83cc/rev ms•L 723kg mo-0.194kg 
Ps•Q6Q>If'a f'do2.18M"o 
...,.356rod/s 

Stctlle 

The calculated overturning moment is shown 
in Fig. 11. E is shown in Fig. 12. The 
conditions for the calculation are the 
same as those of Fig. 9 and 10. See 0.5 [----------------------APPENDIX VII. (When the compliant crank 
mechanism is employed, the radial sealing 
force is supported by the fixed scroll. 
Therefore the overturning moment which 
acts on the thrust bearing is reduced.) 

N-3 p-20mm t•4rrm h•22rrm K•I.IS 
V•63ccltev ms-L723kQ mo•O.I94kg 
Ps•O.SOMR:l Pd•2.16M"o 
..,.356rod/s 

OrbiTing Angle e 

Fig. 11 Overturning Moment 
(with Friction) 

CONCLUSION 

The analytical model is established for 
the scroll machine which employs the in
volute of a circle. 

(1) The geometric parameters of the 
scroll compressor are shown. The center 
of gravity and the mass can be calculated 
for the finite width involute of a circle. 
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Fig. 12 Orbiting Scroll Stability 
(with Friction) 

(2) The displacement volume is given and 
the pressure ratio is estimated by assum
ing the isentropic or polytropic pro
cesses. The tangential, radial and axial 
forces are calculated. 

(3) The equations of motion, including 
the friction, are established for the 
orbiting scroll and the Oldham coupling. 
The effect of the Oldham coupling motion 
on the orbiting scroll is clarified. The 
radial sealing force is influenced by the 
Oldham coupling inertia force, which is 
proportional to the mass of the Oldham 
coupling and the square of the rotational 
speed. The effect of the Oldham coupling 
on the orbiting scroll changes twice as 
fast as the rotational frequency. 

(4) The overturning moment is estimated 
and the stability condition for the 
orbiting scroll is clarified. 

APPENDIX I 

When the involute of a circle is created 
by a cutter with outer diameter p - t, the 
innermost shaded area in Fig. Al is cut 
away by the interaction between the cutter 
and the involute. The discharge angle, 
8*, is determined by point P. The curve 
between P and Q is a circle with the same 
radius as that of the cutter, and the 



dotted curve between P and Q is the in
volute of a circle in Fig. Al. . 

I 

Base Circle 

Fig. Al Interaction Between Cutter and 
Involute 

APPENDIX II 

S in Eq. (2) is given by the shaded area 
in Fig. A2. 

APPENDIX III 

In Eq. ( 10) , . 

1 2 5 8) 3 - 3 8) 3} - s A= 3a { (2•rr - (-"JT -
2 

0 ::; 8 < 8* 

l 2 9 8) 3 - 7 8) 3} 
3a { 'zrr - ("fiT - - s 

8* ~ e < 2n 

where s is given in Fig. A2. 

APPENDIX IV 

In Eq. (15), x' is obtained from the 
moment balance of the Oldham coupling 
around the sliding surface. In Fig. 7, 
y' is also obtained from the moment 
balance. 

x' 
(~lFl + ~2F2) (b + w) 

mag 

//' 
I 

Bose Circle of 
Fixed Scroll r 

Bose Circle of 
Orbiting Scroll 
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Crank Radius Cronk Radius 

(a) r ~2a (b) r < 2a 

Fig. A2 Area Between Base Gircles 

w 
+ ~0 2 

APPENDIX V 

In Eq. (16), x and y are obtained from 
the moment balance around the thrust 
bearing surface. From Fig. 6, x and y are 
given as follows. 

Fe £ Fr h £ r 
{-(.,+c) - -(-+ o + -) - -} case 
Ft ~ Ft 2 2 2 

+ {Fe(h+.., £) £ Fm(£ )} . e 
Ft 2 v + 2 + 21-lt + Ft 2 + c s~n 

+ ~1F1 + J.l2F2 (~- £) 
Ft 2 2 

y 
Fe h t t Fm t 

{Ft (2+ 0 + 2) + 2~t + Ft (2+ c) }case 

Fe £ Fr h £ r 
+ {- -(-+c) + -(-+ o + -) + -} sinS 

Ft 2 Ft 2 2 2 

F2 - F1 £ b 
+ Ft (2- 2) 



APPENDIX VI 

In Eqs. (17), A~ F are given as follows. 

A (n- e~l) + ~l~t(~- ~)case 

+ ~t(t - ~)sine 

B (n + e~2l + ~2~t(1 

(
_Q, b) . - \Jt 2 - 2 s~ne 

c l){(n- e~3) + (n + e~4)} 

- ().13 + ~4) {11l(n + e~4)} 

+ (n- e~1l + ~o~l(b + w)} 

D (~2~4 + 1) { (n - e~3) + (n + e~4)} 

- (~3 + ~4){~2(n + e~4) 

+ (n + e~2) + ~o~2(b + w)} 

C' ~l(n + e114l + (n- e)Jl) +~o~l(b+w) 

D' J.l2 (n + e~4) + (n + e~2l + )Jo)J2 (b + w) 

C" -)Jl(n-e1J3) + (n-e~1l +~o)Jl(b+w) 
D" -J.l2(n-e~Jl + (n+eJ.l2) +)JoJ.l2(b+w) 

E = A · D - B · C 

E' = (n - e].l3) + (n + e~4) 

F = Fei + MB + ~t{Fr (I + o + ~) 
£ r - Fc(c + 2) + Ft~} 

G 

The friction coefficients of the sliding 
surface are given as follows. 

Oldham coupling 

~1 I ~11 sin8//sinel 

~2 1~21 sinB/Isinel 

~3 I J.l31 · cose/lcosel 

J.l4 11141 cosB/Icosel 

J.lo l~ol • cosB//cosel 

Thrust bearing 

~t 
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APPENDIX VII 

In Fig. 9, 10, 11 and 12, the other para
meters for the calculation are given as 
follows. 

c 7.13 mm 

38 mm 

11 mm 

n = 60 mm 

b 8 mm 

w 4.2 mm 

rt = 40 nun 
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